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Empowerment thru Creative Integration (ECI) Private Limited is a
Pakistan-based capacity building organization with a mission to
promote socio-economic transformation. The organization's
philosophy and values are interwoven in its very name i.e.
empowerment, creativity and integration:

EMPOWERMENT
individuals and
enabling institutions for
progressive growth.

CREATIVE
solutions for socioeconomic problems

TM

INTEGRATION
marginalized
groups within
the social fabric.

This organic, homegrown enterprise has evolved over twenty-nine years of
experimentation & hard work.

Born in 1989 as a home grown
enterprise with sole proprietorship, ECI
was set up to serve the development
sector as a private sector Business
Development Service Provider (BDSP).
In 1992, ECI was registered as a
partnership firm focused on
development sector training &
consulting, with a specialization in
Enterprise Development.

Phase 3 Institutionalizing

Phase 2 Nurturing

In 2004, ECI was registered as a Private
Limited Firm with the Securities
Exchange Commission of Pakistan
(SECP) under the section 32 of the
Companies Ordinance (XL VII of 1984).
It expanded its services to Gender,
Governance, Institutional
Development, Livelihood & Enterprise
Development.

The services provided by ECI were
expanded to Health & Nutrition and
Peace, Education & Life skills and the firm
took measures to strengthen the
institution by devising advantageous
policies and SOPs for staff including:
provident fund, medical pool, life
insurance for field staff, devising policy
against sexual harassment and formation
of harassment committee, protocols for
field staff and many more.
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Phase 1 Anchoring
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About ECI

Organizational Profile

Vision, Mission & Core Values
We seek a world where
institutions, communities
and individuals are more
empowered and poverty,
inequality and discrimination
has been overcome.

ECI is a development consulting organization
with a mission to bring about sustainable
socio-economic change through capacity
development initiatives for empowering
individuals, institutions and communities.

Vision

Mission

Teamwork
Commitment

Core
Values
Innovation
Integrity

Flexibility
Accountability

Passion
Respect

Initiative

Thematic Areas of ECI
Working primarily under five thematic areas, ECI has established its niche in developing & designing
curricula and conducting cascade roll-outs of training delivery & project implementation. The proven track
record, given below, itself speaks volumes about our expertise and competence.

Sustainable Livelihood & Enterprise Development
Refreshment Centre
ECI has worked to build capacity for the design and implementation of enterprise-focused livelihood programs.
Responding to a realization that working only with organizational staff had implications for sustainability of
enterprise interventions; in 2002 ECI engaged in a deliberate strategy to train selected community members as
enterprise trainers and business development support providers (BDSPs). The capacity of these individuals
has now been built though successive trainings and on-job mentoring. At present, ECI has an Associate
network of 174 'Community based Enterprise Development Professionals in ALL districts across the country.

Peace, Education & Life Skills

Education is the process of acquiring values, knowledge and developing attitudes, skills, and
behaviors to live in harmony with others & with oneself too. With the express purpose of promoting
peace & education for all, ECI’s work has also evolved, implementing initiatives, emanating message
of peace, tolerance and awareness among masses.

Gender & Women Development
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ECI has focused specific attention to women emancipation and empowerment. Over the years, ECI
has worked tremendously on building, strengthening and sustaining vulnerable and marginalized
women with limited mobility to explore and enhance their livelihood options, bringing them into
mainstream development activities through linkages building & various innovative interventions.

Thematic Areas of ECI
Good Governance & Institutional Strengthening

ECI has worked on capacity building programs and trainings for institutions of very diverse natures
from well-established multinational employers to the members of young rural organizations, always
leaving a healthy impact on participant’s knowledge, skills and attitudes towards the work
environment, stakeholders and institutions. ECI believes that it is strong institutions that enable
people to work together effectively & peacefully. Keeping in mind the same vision, ECI expanded its
work domain, encompassing ‘Good Governance’, strengthening the capacity of elected
representatives, promoting a vibrant, diverse & independent government, thus translating
commitment into action.

Health & Nutrition

People around the globe are calling for a healthy lifestyle for everyone. ECI included “Health &
Nutrition” in its portfolio with the aim to mobilize, build capacity and create awareness regarding
healthy lifestyle among rural and urban communities, alike, of Pakistan. The focus is on young
children, adolescents, parents and school teachers and bringing about attitudinal changes regarding
the concepts of Health & Nutrition.

Technical and Advisory Services for Microfinance

In line with the market demand, ECI added this thematic area in recognition of the need that skill
development on “basic numeracy and bookkeeping” should be up-scaled. On the household level,
the requisite impact was not visible and the grasp on financial management skills required further
refining. To this intent, efforts were made to mold “Financial Literacy” towards “Financial Health” and a
specialized portfolio for “Technical and Advisory Services for Microfinance” was formed.
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ECI believes in protecting the future of our country by ensuring child protection. To achieve this aim
ECI designs and develops curriculum to create awareness in children, their parents teachers and
society as a whole. ECI works on advocacy, laws, policies, regulations and services needed across all
social sectors – especially social welfare, education, health and security – to support prevention and
response to protection-related risks. We design and deliver services for all actors that are responsible
directly or indirectly for child protection.
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Child Protection

ECI’s 6 Thematic Areas
Sustainable
Livelihood &
Enterprise
Development

Peace,
Education
& Life Skills

Gender &
Women
Development

Good
Governance &
Institutional
Strengthening

Technical and
Advisory Services
for Microfinance

Child
Protection
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Health &
Nutrition

Curricula/Modules Designed

192 23

32

51
Projects Implemented

212 11

34

58

Brief Description of ECI’s Services
ECI is known nationally & internationally as a premier training instituition with our most outstanding work
centered around building & enhancing capacities of trainees through designing the following activities:

Open
Courses

Customized
Courses

Long-term
Technical
Assistance

Based on a generic
market assessment

As per need or
requirement of
the client

Designing technical
courses & training
implementation

Project
Implementation
Based on a generic
market assessment

Under its thematic areas of work, ECI provides a range of pre, during and post project
services, including:

E4ECI – Online
Learning Platform
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Online Training Courses
and Digital Learning

g

To address the needs of information sharing
beyond conventional methods, ECI explores
innovative ways of information transfer through
e4ECI, a technology and web based platform that
provides incredible opportunities of online learning
to people in all parts of the country as well as from
across the world. e4ECI is fully equipped to aid
online learning with the use of learning videos, our
teams conceptualize, design and produce quality
videos in-house.
Learn & Lead, certificate online course.
Under the banner of e4ECI, ECI has successfully
delivered 1st online course of Learn & Lead. More
courses are available on the site.
https://eci.org.pk/e4eci/

ECI offers online training and mentoring services
nationwide and across the globe. With hosting
successful webinars and online sessions with
participants spread across the country in 24
districts, ECI claims its niche in the world of online
training. So far ECI has successfully trained 54
youth activists through online learning and
mentoring and now ECI is currently providing
DigiSkills Training in partnership with UNDP and
Ignite to 1500 aspiring entrepreneurs.

Other than curricula, the firm has also designed
and developed documentaries, training videos,
innovative learning games, and is now moving
towards animations.

Mass Media
Services

ECI designs, develops and airs nationwide
mass media campaigns. These campaigns
involve radio programs, TV commercials and
documentaries. The media team of ECI
comprises of Content Experts/Script Writers and
Graphic Team. The firm also has well reputed
media partners on board who ensure quality
production of the creative ideas and content.
Well equipped with latest technologies, the
teams are tirelessly working towards developing
innovative content for media campaigns
exclusively designed to meet project needs.

In the past decade, ECI has rolled out over 100
cascade trainings. Under this methodology, a
large number of people are trained in the
shortest possible time where ECI not only
provides training services but also takes care of
all the logistical arrangements. These types of
roll-outs have been possible because the firm
has a network of associate trainers in all districts
of Pakistan who can conduct trainings in local
languages and according to cultural context.
The firm also has a very strong Admin
Department who manages the logistical aspect
of these trainings.

Research Monitoring
and Evaluation
Services

Research monitoring and evaluation is a
growing expertise of ECI. We offer customized
studies based on client’s specific needs. ECIs
research evaluation and monitoring team
includes internationally certified assessors who
have competencies in designing research
instruments and evaluation tools. The firm has a
senior panel of monitoring experts and a field
team of trained research associates and
enumerators in all major districts of Pakistan
who have expertise in conducting KIIs, FGDs
and household interviews. The firm specializes
in designing and conducting research programs
related to:
•
Program Evaluations
•
Baseline Surveys
•
Mapping and Scoping Studies
•
Market Assessments
•
Specially Designed Surveys
•
Project Monitoring
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ECI has gained national and international
acclaim for this service. The Material Design
team at ECI comprises of Content Experts,
Instructional Designers, Graphics Team,
Illustrator, Animators and Translator. The unit is
continuously working towards developing new
curricula and updating previously designed
modules according to latest content and
methodologies.

Cascade Trainings
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Material Design &
Development

Long Term Technical
Assistance
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The firm has several long-term innovative
projects in its portfolio where our team
conceptualizes these ideas, mobilizes the local
resources required to implement the project,
designs curriculum, provides capacity building
services, mentors & handholds the
beneficiaries, monitors the results and
documents the successes. ECI has been
implementing such services for areas ranging
from urban cities to vulnerable areas of KPK and
Baluchistan.

Printing & Stationery
Services
To date, ECI has provided printing and
stationery services for over 200 projects where
the firm has provided in-house and off-set
printing services including panaflex printing
along with provision of training stationery. The
printing service also includes delivery of the
material anywhere in Pakistan.

Geographical Outreach
Mithi Landi Kotal Awaran Lasbela Gwadar
Umerkot Tando Allahyar Shikarpur Qambar
Matiari Kashmore Tando Muhammad Khan
Khairpur Shaheed Benazirabad Naushahro
Firoze Dadu Malakand Loralai Kallat South
Waziristan Agency Ziyarat Zhob Dadu Chaghi
Sibbi Sailkot Sargodha Sahiwal Rawalpindi
Rajanpur Rahim Yar Khan Qasoor Ponch
Pakpatan Okara Narowal Nankana Sahib
Mianwali Mirpur Khas Mardan
Mandibahauddin Lodheran Larkana Jhang
Jehlum Jamshuro Jacobabad Hafizabad
Gujrat Gujranwala Gilgit Chitral Bhimber
Attock Abbottabad Tank Laki Marwat Ghotki
Sanghar Tharparkar Badin Haripur Kohistan
Shangla Layyah Khushab Bhakkar
Muzaffargarh Bahawalpur Bahawalnagar
Bannu Bagh Muzaffarabad Dir Karak Hangu
This map shows the different geographical locations where ECI has worked so far.
Khuzdar Kharan Charsada FATA Vehari
Karachi Thatta Swat Sukkur Sheikhupura
Quetta Peshawar Nowshera Multan Mansehra
Lahore Kohat Khanewal Islamabad
Hyderabad Faisalabad Dera Ismael Khan D.G.
Gilgit

Chitral

Skardu

Swat

Battagram

Malakand
Ponch
Dir Shangla Mansehra
Charsadda
Kohistan
Abbottabad
Mardan Nowshera Muzaffarabad
Peshawar
Haripur
Bagh
Landi Kotal
Islamabad
Kohat
FATA
Rawalpindi
Hangu

Chakwal
Karak
Jehlum
Attock
Sailkot
Gujrat
Mianwali
Hafizabad
Narowal
Bhimber
Sargodha
Laki Marwat
Gujranwala
Khushab
South Waziristan
Mandibahauddin Sheikhupura
Agency
D. I. Khan
Faisalabad
Kasur
Zhob Tank
Bhakkar
Lahore
Jhang
Layyah
Nankana Sahib
Qila Saifullah
Musa
Okara
Khanewal
Khel
Pishin
Vehari
D.G. Khan Multan
Ziarat
Sahiwal
Loralai

Bannu

Quetta

Barkhan

Sibbi

Bolan

Kallat

Chaghi

Bahawalnagar

Dera Bugti Rajanpur

Muzaffargarh

Nasirabad
Jhal Magsi

Jafarabad

Bahawalpur

Kashmore

Khuzdar

Larkana

Shikarpur

Ghotki

Qambar

Sukkur

Dadu

Panjgur

Khairpur

Naushahro Firoze
Shaheed
Benazirabad

Awaran

Lasbela

Matiari

Dadu

Jamshuro

Sanghar

Tando
Allahyar
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Mirpur Khas
Hyderabad
Karachi
Tando
Tharparkar
Muhammad
Mithi
Khan
Badin
Umerkot
Thatta
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Gwadar

Rahim Yar Khan

Jacobabad

Kharan

Kuch

Pakpatan

Kohlu

Mastung

Lodhran

Organizational Structure
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The team is actively led by the Board of Directors who have vast programmatic, administrative and
communication experience, along with a program department and an in-house curriculum design team.

Memberships & Associations
International
ECI has 42 IFC trained trainers in its pool, along with 1
certified designer and 2 candidates for ID certification.
The firm has also adapted, localized and translated IFC
modules and has also been the first IFC partner to
develop modules for micro-entrepreneurs for IFC to be
implemented across the region.

National
Innovative Program Implementation

Baltistan Culture and
Development Foundation

(BCDF)
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Training Resource Centers:

Awards & Certificates

IFC Certification

Mr. Saleem Jahangir - MD
ECI, received his certification
as ID specialist from IFC.

IFC Certification
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Mr. Saleem Jahangir - MD
ECI, has been accredited by
IFC for providing Business
Edge Trainings.

Awards & Certificates

IFC Certification
Mr. Bakhtyar Ahmed
Nabeel - Manager Projects,
received his accreditation
from IFC as a certified
Business Edge Trainings.
Bakhtyar Ahmed Nabeel

Certified Trainer
21 May 2015

Javed Iqbal
Operations Officer

Awarded by ADB
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Mr. Saleem
Jahangir attended a
conference in Georgia to
present the project: “From
Dreams to Reality” via
Community Based Leadership
Model.
Location: Shikarpur.
Beneficiaries: 494

Our Clientele

56%
International
Clients
EUROPEAN UNION

The Fred Hollows
Foundation

R

Balochistan Rural
Support Programme

Aurat Foundation

44%
National
Clients

BHANDAR SANGAT (BhS)

DEVEL

MI
A

NIZAT
I

AW
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Aga Khan Rural Support Programme

Testimonials
“The trainings for MFIs conducted by ECI were vert insightful, thought provoking, highly interactive and gave our
managers the ability to the true importance of Strategic planning, Branch Management and Risk Assessment in
business. The trainings also helped managers to align their activities towards achievement of strategic goals of Agahe
Pakistan. Indeed it was a great learning experience for all our staff members.”

Barak Ullah
Chief Executive Officer
Agahe Pakistan

“More like a sweet family with dreams and potential to accomplish them. I have been working in development sector for
last 18 years and it was my first time experience to work with ECI as a consultant. I can say it with a real pride that I am a
part of its skilled and dynamic team. Here I found great professionalism and communication. The staff is extremely
hardworking, supportive and passionate. Every single employee has a stake in ECI’s success where the ECI family put
collective goals ahead of individual glory.”

Uzma Shahid
Child Protection Expert

“It was the first time that ECI was involved in an evaluation for UNICEF. The assignment comprised of end of
programme evaluation of UNICEF’s 7-year integrated programme, titled “Promoting Child Rights in Cotton Farming
Areas (CRCFA)”. This particular evaluation was very complex with several limitations and challenges however ECI
team was able to find successful mitigation strategies and successfully met the objectives of evaluation. The evaluation
report gives strategic recommendations which will help various departments at UNICEF in implementing their
programmes better, government departments in adopting successful models of the CRCFA Programme and overall
improving the implementation of Integrated Programming at UNICEF.”

Mussarat Yousuf
OIC Chief,
PMER Section

“With the experience of over 25 years in this sector, I was little cautious, working for a local organization run by relatively
young leadership. Unfortunately local organizations are not known for professionalism and quality work and this was
my biggest concern while working for ECI. Quality control and the capacity of the organization were my other two little
worries. Frankly, while working for ECI on an evaluation assignment of UNICEF project, I was surprised with the
organizational standards, professionalism and understanding of the ground realities without compromising the quality
of work. In addition to above, national outreach, dedicated staff and responsive leaderships are three leading strengths
of ECI. It’s significant to mention that in logistical arrangements and payments to consultant, ECI is far ahead
comparing with any national or with some of international organizations.”
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UbaidUllah Chaudhary
Research Analyst,
ECI

“Working with ECI has been a very different experience for our organization as collaborations and partnership
management was never done at ZMK before this. In 2016 ZMK and ECI collaborated on roll-out of Frontline Polio
Workers for UNICEF and till date this partnership has been very successful where both firms are working as one team
trying to achieve the same goal. In the past two and a half years of this partnership, there have been highs and lows but
our teams have successfully resolved all issues. The best part of this partnership has been capacity building of staff of
both organizations on efficient and effective roll-out management.”

Zia Masood Kiani
CEO- The ZMK & Co.
Collaborative Partner of ECI

“ECI is in process of implementing the initiative for UNDP for which 5-Day Training on Leadership, Communication and
Negotiation Skill was organized by ECI. The rationale of training to improve these skills in youth activists so that they
serve communities in their respective areas. ECI team had been able to successfully achieve this rationale. The
professional expertise of ECI’s trainers has made this training a success. The training module designed by ECI was of
high quality. The youth activists and leader have taken remarkable interest in this training because of dedicated efforts
of ECI team.”

Hamza Hassan
Research Analyst
UNDP

“Mdi has had the opportunity to partner with ECI over the last one year to deliver a suite of soft skills training modules for
technical/vocational students in Punjab. This involved collaborating with ECI at various stages of the project including
TNA, Training Module Development as well as Training of Trainers. I am pleased to acknowledge the level of
knowledge, professionalism, customer focus and commitment to quality of all ECI staff we interacted with including
management, module developers and trainers.”

Asad Zaidi
CEO MDi Pakistan
Collaborative Partner of ECI

“ECI as an implementing partner played a pivotal role in successful accomplishment of all milestones of Project Tabeer.
Training of Polling Staff at Karachi Division Sindh in DAI CDIP-Tabeer were conducted very efficiently by ECI during
General Election-2018. All members of ECI team dedicated their untiring efforts to provide facilitation/logistic
arrangements to train Master Trainers, Polling Personnel as well as District Returning Officers/Returning Officers. The
unflinching commitment and dedication for performing duties professionally displayed by ECI in connection with
entire training process is remarkable.”
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Aslam Brohi
Provincial
Coordinator DAI, Tabeer

